
Welcome to Udio’s training guide for
email and SMS.

In this manual, we’ll walk you through how to set up, send and track emails and SMS
notifications through Udio.

The guide provides step-by-step instructions as well as visual aids so you can learn at your
own pace and refer back to any section as and when you need to.

If you have any questions about the guide or would like to learn more about a certain
feature or function within email and SMS, please send us an email at
hello@udiosystems.com.

To browse our other manuals, please visit our training page.

Copyright
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written permission of the authors. The copyright will be protected according to International Laws of Copyright when breached.
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1. Setting up Emails

Udio’s base module has an automated inbuilt email system that allows you to send mass

emails to customers as well as set up automated emails that trigger after certain events.

There are three sections to email that can be found in ‘settings’ in the left-hand menu

under ‘emails & notifications’ and they are:

- Configure events

- Email templates

- Send emails

You might need to update your login permissions to access email:

- Go to the ‘settings’ tab

- Under ‘users’ click ‘configure login permission groups’

- Click ‘administrators,’ scroll down to ‘events: manage notification settings’ and make

sure it’s ticked
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2. Configure Events

Udio has many different events that can trigger an email to the customer; it then records

the event activity on the ‘people’ page or ‘activity report’.

You can create emails for all or some of these events, and separate ones for different

facilities, such as the welcome email. Each trigger includes a short description.

Origin Fields

Some of the emails have an ‘origin’ drop-down. This field allows you to customise the

message, depending on who initiates the action. For example, if the customer paid the

invoice themselves, you can set up an ‘origin - customer’ template and send a 'thank you'

email. But if the customer paid over the counter you can just send a payment receipt.

Emails can be broken down for each specific course (some example screenshots are shown

below):

2.1 Bookings: First Booking in Course

When a customer is booked into a course for the first time (including promotion to the next

course), you can trigger an email and include things like specific course information, items

to bring and booking information.
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2.2 Bookings: First Booking in Facility

When a customer comes across from one of your other facilities, you might want to direct

specific information about your business. This email will be only sent out once with the

subject line: Welcome to {{ account }} {{ facility }}

2.3 Bookings: New Free Booking

This email is for free single bookings, i.e. assessments.

2.4 Bookings: New Regular Booking

Use this email in conjunction with the 'first booking in course' template or if you don't want

to create a specific course email, you can use this template as your booking confirmation.

2.5 Bookings: New Voucher Booking

Generates an email when a customer books a make-up, free trial or school holiday

program.
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2.6 Bookings: Provisional Booking Timeout

An event will be triggered when a customer starts a booking in the customer portal but

doesn't complete it.

2.7 Bookings: Regular Booking Moved

Generates an email trigger when a customer moves a booking (day/time/course).

2.8 Bookings: Regular Booking has been Cancelled

Triggered when a regular booking is removed.

2.9 Bookings: Unable to Attend

When the cancel function in Udio or ‘unable to attend’ in the portal is activated, this will

trigger an email.
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2.10 Bookings: Voucher Booking Moved

Triggers a confirmation email when a customer moves a make up, free trial or school

holiday program booking.

2.11 Bookings: Missed 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 Bookings

Triggers an email when a student has missed x number of lessons.

2.12 Financial: Automatic Payment Failed

Triggers email when a direct debit payment fails.
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2.13 Financial: Invoice Fully Paid

Sends out individual payment emails for each invoice. Use 'payment successful' to send

one message per payment.

2.14 Financial: Invoice Cancelled

If the ‘new invoice’ trigger (see below) is active, it’s best practice to also activate the 'invoice

cancelled' trigger as it will assist in reconciling the account.

2.15 Financial: New Invoice

Sends a new invoice to all accounts, including those already paid by automatic payment

(payment receipts are sent with a separate trigger).
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2.16 Financial: Payment Method Added

You can trigger an email when a customer adds a payment method, such as a confirmation

of payment method update, or a copy of your terms and conditions.

2.17 Financial: Payment Method Removed

Use this event to let customers know that they have successfully removed their payment

method.

2.18 Financial: Payment Reversed

Triggered when a payment is reversed by a staff member, giving your customer peace of

mind.
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2.19 Financial: Payment Successful

Every time a payment is made, Udio will trigger an email with a conditional message. Use

the ‘origin’ selector (automatic, customer, staff member) to customise the email for each

payment origin, i.e. if a customer pays over the counter, your email might say 'did you

know you can set up a direct debit via the customer portal?' to save them queuing next

time.

2.20 Financial: Payment Used Outstanding Credit

Triggers an email when a credit redemption is used as part payment.
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2.21 Financial: Invoice Outstanding (1, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days)

Notifies a customer that they have had an outstanding invoice for x number of days.

2.22 General: Achievement Completed

This is triggered for every achievement assigned to a customer. If a student receives more

than one achievement per session, you don’t want to inundate them with multiple emails.

To make sure only one email is sent, set a 'delay' timer when creating the email template.

For example:

- Create the email with a delay of one hour (should be longer than a usual session)

- Session starts

- An achievement is assigned and recorded in the activity but the email is not sent
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- Another achievement is recorded and again, the email is not sent 

- Session ends

- One hour after the last achievement is assigned only one email is sent

- In the email template, use the template tag ‘person achievements (for recipient, for

the last day)’ and this will list all the achievements from that one session
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2.23 General: Course Completed

Email is triggered when a student completes a course. Like with the ‘achievement

completed,’ you can set a delay to send only one email.

2.24 General: New Customer

This is triggered when a family is created in either Udio or the portal.

2.25 General: Online Signup of Existing Customer

Only triggered when an existing customer signs up for a customer portal.

2.26 Important: Email Address Confirmation

This asks the user to confirm the email address entered during initial online sign-up or in

Udio.

2.27 Important: Online Password Reset

Sent when a customer clicks to reset their password. Allows you to enter your contact

information in case they have trouble.
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2.28 Important: Qualification Expiring

This is for staff qualifications which triggers an email 30 days before the expiry date.

2.29 Waiting List: Customer Added

This lets the customer know that they have been added to the waiting list for a particular

course.
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2.30 Waiting List: Customer Deleted

This lets the customer know that they have been removed from the waiting list and gives

them options to re-add themselves.

2.31 Waiting List: Customer Invited

This event is triggered when a spot opens up for the desired course and the customer is

invited to join by the staff member.
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3. Email Templates

Use email templates to set up a template that you are manually activating, either

individually or as a group email.

- Go to ‘email templates’ under ‘emails & notifications’ and click on 'new template'

- Add a template name and email subject, followed by your email body

- You can include any links to websites and tags from the list.

- Once created, click ‘preview to see how the customer will view it

- These templates can then be sent from the customer’s people page or in bulk under

'send emails'
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4. Send Bulk Emails

Before you start, make sure you have created the template for the email you want to send.

- Click on ‘send emails’ under ‘emails & notifications’ and then ‘send emails’ again on

the next page which shows all completed and cancelled emails

- Select the relevant email template, update the event type (general notification,

important or marketing) and who to send to if required, then click ‘proceed’

- Click on the magnifying glass and select your filters, update and click ‘filter’

- Scroll to the bottom of the page to continue and click ‘proceed’

- The next page allows you to check the information one last time

- To avoid sending thousands of emails in error, we require you to enter the number

of email recipients you are about to send to

- You will now have a paginated view of all emails sent via mass email, including the

number of recipients and the status (completed, running, cancelled)
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5. Cancel Bulk Emails

If you have sent mass emails in error or want to cancel it, you can - if a mass email is still

ongoing, clicking the 'cancel' button will stop it.

6. Opt-Out Management

You can manage your customer's email opt-outs from the email editing page on the person

details page (when you click on the curved icon next to the email address).
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7. Activity Logs

There are two places to view a customer’s events and activity.

- Click 'view activity' on the person's details page or 'all activity' in the 'reports section'

- In those sections, you can see all the events that happened for a particular person or

for everyone in your database

- For each event, you can also see if emails were sent and to which email address

- If a customer asks you to resend a payment receipt or send an email to a different

address, you can do so within the activity list by clicking the email link under ‘actions’
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View activity on person page
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View activity across business
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8. Setting up SMS

To activate SMS, please contact hello@udiosystems.com so we can send an agreement

over for you to review and sign.

SMS credits must be paid using the credit card that is entered into Udio.

8.1 SMS credits

During transmission, every text message is broken into a number of parts; each part of the

message consumes one SMS credit.

When submitting messages for transmission, Udio estimates the number of parts each text

message will be broken into and deducts SMS credits accordingly from the account

balance.

After transmission, the receiving mobile operator through our SMS provider will provide

Udio with the actual number of parts each message was broken into. This number of parts

can be higher than Udio estimated, or, in rare cases, lower. Udio will adjust the number of

credits deducted for each message after this information is made available. It can take up

to 24 hours after the message is sent for this information to be transmitted and processed

by Udio.

The process of breaking the message into parts varies between mobile operators and is not

under Udio’s control. But in general, it is as follows:

● If the whole message contains only English characters and simple symbols, each part

can contain up to 160 characters. This is the best case scenario. To achieve this.

ensure that the message does not contain ‘typographic’ quotes, umlauts and

non-english characters.

● If in any part of the message there are non-english characters or special symbols,

each part can contain up to 80 characters. ‘Special symbols’ can include letters with

dots or dashes above them, non-english letters, special quotes, mathematical

characters, typographic, non-breakable spaces from Microsoft Word and some

special line breaks.
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● If in any part of the message there are ‘emojis’ or hieroglyphs (from Japanese,

Chinese, Korean or similar languages), each part can contain up to 40 characters.

‘Characters’ refer to every visible and non-visible symbol, including spaces. To avoid

accidentally consuming too many SMS credits by, for example, including special characters,

avoid copying and pasting text messages from word processing applications, such as

Microsoft Word, Apple Pages and Google Docs. Some characters and formatting can be

transferred in this way and dramatically reduce the allowed number of characters in each

message part.

Note: The word ‘STOP’ is automatically added to each message for opt-out purposes

and does count towards your character count.

8.2 Billing

SMS’ are charged on a length basis, where one SMS credit equals 160 characters (max). For

example, if each SMS costs 0.10c, an SMS of 180 characters will cost 0.20c as it uses two

SMS credits.

Udio will only charge if the message is successfully submitted to our SMS provider.

You may be charged for failed deliveries if our SMS provider successfully submits the SMS

to a destination carrier (e.g. Telstra or Optus), but that carrier reports that you attempted

to send a message to an invalid phone number. Phone numbers can be invalid for several

reasons, such as the phone number entered in Udio doesn't exist; you have attempted to

send too many similar messages to that phone in the past; the message has been flagged

as spam; etc.

Our SMS provider only publishes usage reports once per day. Udio reads these reports and

verifies that the charges to your account match the charges from our SMS provider. If there

is a difference, your credits will be adjusted and you may gain or lose some credits.
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8.3 Purchasing

SMS’ must be pre-purchased if Udio has enabled your SMS functionality.

Once SMS is enabled, you can pre-purchase credits in blocks of 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000,

3000, 5000 or 10000.

- To view remaining credits, go to ‘settings’ and under account, click ‘Udio account’

- Before you purchase, make sure your credit card details are current

- Click on ‘purchase’ and select the number of SMS credits you’d like to buy

- Read the terms of service and tick ‘confirm & purchase’
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If your account has 10 or less SMS credits remaining or any SMS that has failed in the last

24 hours due to insufficient credit, a notification banner with advice on this information will

be displayed to any users with the 'change account settings' permission at the top of all

Udio web pages.

8.4 Functionality

Udio can check phone numbers are in the valid format expected by our SMS provider. If the

phone number can’t be checked, the message won’t be submitted to our SMS provider and

you won’t be charged.

Udio will always try to send the SMS to the relevant person.

If a person does not have a valid phone number, Udio will send an SMS to the first valid

phone found under the bill payer(s). Where a user has multiple phone numbers, Udio will

attempt to send SMS’ to their first valid phone.

Udio will trim all SMS’ over 500 characters (including the prepended facility/account name

in countries where SMS sender ID is not supported) by adding an ellipsis (...) to prevent

large unexpected charges.

Note: Line spaces are counted as characters and non-English characters (such as emojis,

umlauts and letters with accent marks) may be counted as more than one character.
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8.5 Permissions

- Update your permissions by going to ‘settings’ and selecting ‘configure login

permissions’ under ‘users’

- Tick ‘SMS send’ and ‘SMS templates and mass SMS’ under the appropriate group(s)

8.6 Setting up SMS

To get started with SMS:

- Go to ‘settings’ and under ‘facilities’ click ‘configure facilities’

- Select your facility and click ‘edit facility’ in the top right

- Update ‘SMS sender ID’  (usually your business name); the ID needs to be between 3

and 11 characters and can only contain letters and numbers
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If the facility the SMS is sent from has no SMS sender ID, Udio will automatically use the

first 11 characters of your Udio account's name, stripping out any characters that do not

conform to the above character requirement.

For example, 'Udio Swim School' will become 'UdioSwimSch', 'Swim Safe!' will become

'SwimSafe'.

SMS sender IDs are not supported in many regions, including New Zealand and the USA. In

these cases, SMS’ will arrive from a generic send name, e.g. 'NOTICE' and each SMS will be

prepended with the facility name (if SMS sender ID is set) or the account name, e.g.

SWIMSAFE: Thanks for booking..... <rest of message>.
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8.7 Sending SMS

SMS is currently available in Australia and Singapore. Unfortunately, we can’t offer SMS to

New Zealand at this time due to the way the country’s telcos are set up. To activate SMS or

to find out more, please email hello@udiosystems.com.

There are different types of SMS’ that you can send out. It is recommended that you send a

test SMS to yourself before sending one out to everyone.

8.8 Ways to Send SMS

As with emails, there are two ways to send SMS: automatically via ‘configure events’ or

manually as a mass message.

Configure Events

As with emails, you can set up SMS to send in conjunction with an event.

For example, you might want to send an SMS to customers when a payment is rejected.

- Go to ‘settings’ and under ‘emails & notifications’ click ‘configure events’

- Find the event you want to set SMS up for and under the SMS tab, click ‘Add SMS’ to

create your template, remembering that the total character count is 160

Once created, an SMS will automatically send to the customer when the event is triggered.
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Send Mass SMS

Just like sending a mass email, you can send a mass SMS to customers.

First, create the SMS template remembering to keep in mind the maximum character

count. To create your template:

- Go to ‘settings’ and under ‘emails & notifications’ select ‘SMS templates’

- Click ‘new template’ in the top right-hand corner

- Once created, go back to ‘settings’ and under ‘emails & notifications’ click ‘send SMSs’

- On the next screen, click ‘send SMSs’ in the top right-hand corner

- Select the relevant SMS template, update the event type and select whether to send

to bill payers only or everyone on the list, then ‘proceed’

- Click on the magnifying glass to select your filters and click ‘filter’
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- Scroll to the bottom of the page to check the information, including the template

selected and click ‘proceed’ (note: there is one more confirmation step before the

SMS sends)

- The final page shows the number of recipients, the number of SMS credits remaining

and the number that will be used; enter the number of phones as prompted and

'send SMSs to x phones'
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Send SMS to an Individual

Just like an email, you can go to the customer’s people page, check that their contact details

include a primary mobile number and click 'send SMSs' - select the SMS template, check

the information and ‘confirm’.
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Send SMS from a Session

Occasionally, you may need to send an SMS to certain sessions.

- Go to the session you wish to notify, click ‘view details’ and select ‘notify’

- Choose the notification category and click ‘proceed’

- Select the people you want to send the SMS to and create the message

- Note: once you click ‘proceed’ the SMS’ will send - there is no extra confirmation

page
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9. Reports

As with emails, activity is recorded in the ‘all activity report’ and under ‘all activity’ on the

person’s page.

9.1 All Activity Report

The 'all activity' report (under ‘people’ on the reports tab) will show the status of SMS’ you

have sent or that Udio has automatically sent based on configured events or those sent via

mass SMS.
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9.2 All Activity under Member Details

- Go to the people page of the person the SMS was sent to (this could be the student

or responsible person)

- Under ‘member details’ click ‘view activity’

- This will display recent activity as well as the text sent and number it was sent to

- Click the mobile number which will take you to the event and allow you to 'send

again' should you need to resend (please note, an SMS will be used)
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